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This mini-review synthesizes our understanding of the equilibrium behavior of particle models with
short-range attractive and long-range repulsive (SALR) interactions. These models, which can form
stable periodic microphases, aim to reproduce the essence of colloidal suspensions with competing
interactions. Ordered structures, however, have yet to be obtained in experiments. In order to
better understand the hurdles to periodic microphase assembly, marked theoretical and simulation
advances have been made over the last few years. Here, we present recent progress in the study
of microphases in models with SALR interactions using liquid-state theory and density-functional
theory as well as numerical simulations. Combining these various approaches provides a description
of periodic microphases, and give insights into the rich phenomenology of the surrounding disordered
regime. Three additional ongoing research directions in the thermodynamics of models with SALR
interactions are also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microphases are thermodynamically stable mesoscale
structures that result from competing short-range attrac-
tive and long-range repulsive (SALR) inter-particle inter-
actions. They universally replace gas-liquid (or equiva-
lent) coexistence in systems with attraction alone, irre-
spective of the microscopic forces that give rise to the
SALR interaction[1–3] (see Fig. 1). As a result, mi-
crophases are observed in systems as diverse as magnetic
alloys[2], Langmuir films[4], and protein solutions[5].
When microphases with long-range, periodic order de-
velop, the resulting structures are both elegant and
useful (see Fig. 2). Block copolymers[6–8], for in-
stance, can form a rich array of periodic morphologies,
such as clusters, lamellae, and gyroid[9, 10], with in-
dustrial applications in drug delivery[11, 12], nanoscale
patterning[13, 14], and lithography[15, 16], among oth-
ers.
The earliest attempts at understanding microphase
formation were driven by diblock copolymer experiments.
The resulting phase diagram, which includes periodic
cluster crystal, cylindrical, gyroid and lamellar phases[9],
was further enriched hand in hand with experimental ad-
vances in those systems.[6–8, 10]
With increasing control over inter-particle interactions
in colloidal suspensions and inspired by the apparent
universality of microphase formation in systems with
SALR interactions, various attempts at obtaining pe-
riodic structures in these setups have since also been
made[5, 17–21]. A mix of experimental challenges and
theoretical limitations, however, have so far stymied ob-
taining periodic structures. First, colloidal interactions
are harder to control than initially thought[18, 19, 21]. It
was first assumed that depletion attraction and screened
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charge repulsion between colloids would suffice, but cor-
relations in charge redistribution[21] and other non-
idealities play a significant role. Second, even if perfect
experimental control were to be obtained, a fine concep-
tual grasp of particle microphase assembly seems neces-
sary for it to be achieved. Indeed, even numerical simula-
tions struggle to order microphases, and whether the dif-
ficulty is due to equilibrium[22, 23] or out-of-equilibrium
dynamics[24–28], or even defect annealing [29–31] has
been difficult to resolve.
To make progress on this fundamental and applied ma-
terials question, a more careful determination of the equi-
librium phase behavior of colloidal models with SALR in-
teractions is thus essential. Only with this information in
hand, can one hope to fully resolve the assembly dynam-
ics of these models and to properly guide experiments.
Fortunately, sizable advances have recently been ac-
complished using two main analytical approaches–liquid-
state theory and density-functional theory–as well as nu-
merical simulations based on novel methodological ap-
proaches. In this mini-review, we present the modalities
and capabilities of these advances as well as the insights
they provide into the equilibrium behavior of particle-
based SALR models. We also present three related ques-
tions that remain open.
II. LIQUID-STATE THEORY
The structure factor, S(k), of a homogeneous fluid is
finite for all wavevector k (Fig. 3). The appearance of a
divergence in S(k) thus signals an instability to density
fluctuations. For a k = 0 divergence macroscopic phase
separation ensues, which in liquid-state theory typically
identifies the gas-liquid spinodal. [32] A k > 0 divergence,
by contrast, signals instability with respect to mesoscale
fluctuations, which indicates the presence of a periodic
microphase regime (See Fig. 3). In this section we present
different ways in which classical liquid-state ideas have
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FIG. 1: (a) Schematic SALR pair interaction potential, u(r), as a function of the inter-particle distance, r. This particular
potential has a hard spherical core of diameter σ and a SALR contribution, uSALR, comprised of a square-well attraction and a
linear repulsive ramp of different amplitudes. The resulting phase behavior depends on the repulsion strength.(b) For a weak
repulsion the system is essentially a simple liquid; it displays a standard gas–liquid coexistence regime. (c) For a sufficiently
strong repulsion a periodic microphase regime emerges and is surrounded by a complex disordered regime that includes cluster
and percolated fluids. (d) For a very strong repulsion periodic microphases are thought to be absent even at low temperatures,
leaving only a complex disordered regime at low densities. Solid lines indicate first order transitions and other lines denote
crossovers.
been used to understand the properties of models with
SALR interactions.
• Structure factor and periodic microphases:
A sign of the existence of periodic microphases is
the presence of a diverging peak at a wavevector
kc ∈ (0, 2pi/σ) of S(k) =
1
N
〈∑
ij e
−ik·rij
〉
, where
k = |k| and σ is the particle diameter. A kc
divergence captures the long-range ordering that
takes place when the repulsion of the SALR interac-
tion becomes sufficiently strong. [33] The Ornstein–
Zernike equation relates S(k) to the direct corre-
lation function as S(k) = 11−ρcˆ(k) , where c(k) is
a quantity commonly approximated in liquid-state
theory.
A. Zero-temperature approximation
The simplest way to infer the presence of a low–k di-
vergence in S(k) for a given model is from analyzing its
low-temperature behavior [3]. The problem then reduces
to determining whether the lowest-energy structure at a
given density, i.e., the energetic ground state, is modu-
lated or not. For a microphase regime to exist, a suf-
ficiently strong repulsion is needed to effectively com-
pete with inter-particle attraction and thus macroscopic
condensation [3]. Rough and coarse-grained structural
approximations provide an approximate diagnostic as to
whether a system is a microphase former or not[3]. More
sophisticated yet still coarse-grained treatments find that
modulated ground states can be as as morphologically
3FIG. 2: Coarse-grained density profiles of some of the typical
phases found in models with SALR interactions. The tem-
perature T and density ρ axis give a rough estimate of the
phase positions; see Fig. 1 for more details. At high temper-
atures the system is a homonegenous fluid (not shown); at
intermediate temperatures clusters first form and then per-
colate as density increases; at low temperatures the system
forms periodic microphases of various morphologies.
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FIG. 3: Schematic low-temperature structure factors for a
model with SALR interactions for different densities. At low
density, the system is a homogeneous fluid of particles (blue,
dot-dashed line); increasing density results in clustering, as
seen by the emergence of a low-wavevector peak at kc (red,
dashed line); after entering the periodic microphase regime,
i.e., beyond the λ line, S(k) diverges at kc (black, solid).
diverse as their higher-temperature counterparts, and in-
clude cluster crystals, cylinders and lamellae as well as
their inverses. [34]
Using a fully microscopic description, de Candia et
al. have further shown that the ground state structure is
not only determined by the choice of periodic morphol-
ogy, but also by the commensurability of the system size
with that morphology [24]. The zero-temperature stabil-
ity of a given symmetry at fixed density thus strongly
depends on its occupancy (or thickness) and periodicity.
(We will see below that a finite-temperature counterpart
of this effect plays a key role in simulations.) Interest-
ingly, the same work showed that for some models the
low-density ground state is made of cylindrical Coxeter
helices rather than clusters. The low-temperature regime
of some models may thus not display any clustering, in
contrast to standard expectations [35]. The genericness
of low-density helices, however, remains undetermined.
Although they are useful indicators of microphase for-
mation, periodic ground states do not suffice to describe
the finite-temperature behavior of models with SALR
interaction. First, increasing temperature changes the
internal structure of the microphase features. Particles
may indeed display local FCC (or other) order at zero
temperature, but be liquid-like at finite temperatures.
Second, equilibrium feature sizes and shapes change with
temperature. Third, temperature further affects the rel-
ative stability of the various periodic microphase mor-
phologies.
B. Finite–temperature estimates
In order to explore microphase formation in models
with SALR interactions at finite temperatures, one needs
a more versatile estimate of S(k). A standard approxima-
tion scheme for the direct correlation function is the ran-
dom phase approximation (RPA), which treats the SALR
interaction as a perturbation to the hard-core repulsion
between particles [32] (Fig. 1). The resulting cˆRPA(k) es-
timates the divergence of the liquid S(k) and hence the
boundary of the periodic microphase regime, i.e., the λ-
line. Such analysis reveals that the λ-line, like the critical
point in the simple liquid regime, gets depressed to lower
temperatures when the relative contribution of the long-
range repulsion increases with respect to the short-range
attraction. [36]
RPA has also been used to estimate the onset of clus-
tering, which lies outside the λ-line [35–40], by consid-
ering the growth of a finite, low-k peak in S(k). This
clustering is analogous to micelle formation in the sense
that the average cluster size first grows quickly but con-
tinuously over a small density range, and that the cluster
size then depends only relatively weakly on density. The
typical cluster size and other features can thus be theo-
retically estimated.
Note that other standard approximations, such as self-
consistent integral equation [36, 39], hybrid mean spheri-
4cal approximation (HMSA) [38, 39], single phase entropy
rule [41], and hypernetted chain (HNC) [38, 39, 42–44],
have been used to estimate the direct correlation func-
tion, in complement to RPA. Of these only a pure HNC
description does not predict a λ-line.[36] For the others,
the results remain qualitatively similar to RPA. Although
numerical predictions depend slightly on the choice of ap-
proximation, no scheme is clearly quantitatively superior.
C. Strong Repulsion Regime
For very strongly repulsive interactions, particle ad-
dition to even relatively small clusters is energetically
unfavorable. Because the resulting aggregates are purely
repulsive, irregularly shaped and can display a wide size
dispersity[45], the system is then thought to remain dis-
ordered, even at low temperatures, for a broad range of
densities. The existence of a Wigner glass-like behavior
in this regime has further been proposed[33, 42]. An es-
timate of the repulsion onset necessary for such a regime
to emerge has been obtained from balancing the attrac-
tive and repulsive contributions[46], but its theoretical
consideration remains incomplete.
III. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY
Density functional theory (DFT) expresses the
Helmholtz free energy, F , of a system as a functional
of its density profile, which is then tuned to minimize
F . A simple DFT provides the spinodal instability of a
model with SALR interactions in its homogeneous phase
from the divergence of its compressibility. [47] In order to
capture the emergence of finite k modulations in SALR
models, however, richer DFT formulations are needed. In
this section we describe different such schemes that have
been used to describe the disordered and the periodic
microphase regimes.
• Density functional theory: The free energy of
a liquid can be subdivided between ideal and an
excess contributions, i.e., FDFT(β, ρ) = Fid(ρ) +
Fex(ρ) for a fluid at a number density ρ. A
common approximation consists of taking the lo-
cal liquid structure to be that of a hard-sphere
(HS) fluid at the same density with a pertur-
bative correction, i.e., Fex(ρ) = Fex,HS(ρ) +∫∫
drdr′ρ(r)ρ(r′)uSALR(|r− r
′|).
A. Disordered Mesophases
The simplest mesoscale structures formed by models
with SALR interactions is the clustering of the low-
density gas. A DFT strategy for studying this effect
assumes a uniform distribution of clusters and isolated
particles, which is akin to treating the system as a low-
density binary fluid mixture [48]. Assuming the excess
free energy to be that of a hard-sphere binary system,
clustering is deemed to emerge when the mixture free
energy is lower than that of a uniform liquid of isolated
particles. The resulting analysis describes a steep but
continuous transition into the cluster fluid regime upon
increasing density. This micellization-like transition is
similar to that observed in S(k)-based appproaches.
DFT can also give insights into the relative stability of
various cluster shapes. [49] Assuming that the main free
energy of the clusters can be split between surface and
core contributions, different cluster morphologies can be
compared. This approach shows that models with SALR
interactions can result in cluster shapes that are far from
spherical.
B. Periodic Mesophases
Two main DFT approaches have been used to study
periodic microphases.
The first DFT scheme analyzes a family of models after
mapping their microscopic Hamiltonian to a density field
akin to the Landau–Brazovskii free energy functional [50–
52]. The approximate mapping between the microscopic
description and the field theory is achieved by encoding
the interaction potential using an estimate of the correla-
tion between two density fields. The resulting free energy
expression is then minimized with respect to a density
profile. This last operation that can be simplified by
considering the symmetry of the various mesoscale mor-
phologies. At low temperatures, periodic microphases,
including cluster crystal, cylindrical, double gyroid and
lamellar phases, are found to be more stable than the
homogeneous fluid. Interestingly, comparing the double
and simple gyroid phases, which both are bicontinuous
phases with Ia3d symmetry, reveals that only the former
is thermodynamically stable in these systems [50].
The second DFT scheme grids space into cubes that
are parameterized by a density value. The resulting free
energy expression is then numerically minimized with re-
spect to the density profile. Because this approach is
very sensitive to the initial input profile and system size,
however, both of these aspects must be treated care-
fully. This challenge is reminiscent of the microphase
occupancy difficulty encountered in the ground state de-
termination. Although only the phase behavior of two-
dimensional models has been determined thus far [53, 54],
nothing fundamentally prevents its application to three-
dimensional systems.
IV. SIMULATION APPROACHES
Simulating models with SALR interactions is partic-
ularly challenging because dynamically sluggish, disor-
dered regimes and large finite-size effects interfere with
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FIG. 4: Schematic temperature-density, T–ρ, phase diagrams for models with SALR interactions. Solid lines indicate first order
transitions and other lines indicate crossovers. (a) For relatively wide attraction ranges, periodic microphases display fluid-like
local order near their melting, but lowering temperature likely gives rise to solid-like ordering. (b) For short attraction ranges,
the entire periodic microphase regime is expected to display local solid-like order. (c) For very strong repulsion ranges, no
periodic microphases are expected.
equilibration. Only recently have methods to surmount
some of these challenges become available. In this
section, we consider how disordered and periodic mi-
crophases have been studied in simulations.
A. Disordered Mesophases
Theoretical analysis of clustering in models with SALR
interactions are complemented by simulations [35, 37–
39, 42, 44, 55, 56]. These studies have confirmed that
clusters are more stable than the homogeneous liquid of
monomers over a broad range of densities and tempera-
tures. Like micelle formation, clustering develops sharply
but continuously; results that suggest otherwise likely
suffer from poor sampling.
Unlike micelles[57], however, clusters from models with
SALR interactions have a size distribution that is fairly
wide and distinct from Gaussian [33, 56, 58–63]. The
study of diblock copolymers suggests that such clusters
can be subdivided into various types. [57, 64, 65] Be-
cause similar distributions are observed in particle-based
microphase formers [56, 59, 62, 63, 66], clustering then
also likely competes with elongation and crystallization.
Particle models indeed display a remarkably rich behav-
ior beyond clustering, with the clusters first elongating
and then percolating while still outside of the periodic
microphase regime.
The complexity of the clustering regime might affect
the formation of periodic microphases. For instance, the
assembly of cluster crystals was first proposed to result
from the crystallization of a fluid of roughly spherical
and monodisperse clusters[33], but simulations indicate
that the wide cluster-size distribution necessitates impor-
tant rearrangements to the clusters for crystallization to
proceed[56]. Because such effects can be difficult to cap-
ture analytically, simulations have been (and will likely
remain) instrumental in elucidating this assembly pro-
cess. Fortunately, the clustering phenomenology seems
to be fairly robust to the choice of SALR interactions
and sampling dynamics, be it Brownian [22, 58, 61],
MD [33, 60] or MC [22, 56, 59, 62, 63, 66], a certain
physical universality is thus to be expected.
Cluster percolation in simulations [33, 56, 67] is found
to shift to smaller densities when the long-range repul-
sion increases [67]. Although percolation is not a ther-
modynamic phase transition, it nonetheless gives rise to
a marked change in the system’s structural relaxation[56]
and is especially important for understanding its physi-
cal properties, such as conductivity and rheology. The
equivalent phenomenon in microphase-forming diblock
copolymers has found uses in batteries[68], fuel cells[69],
and catalysis[70], but it remains to be similarly exploited
in colloidal suspensions. Note that percolation need
not, however, necessarily lead to gel formation, because
system-wide rearrangements can still persist on micro-
scopic timescales[56, 58, 71]. Yet although percolation
might contribute to the dynamical challenge of assem-
bling periodic microphases, few studies has yet focused
on this effect.
As the repulsive contribution of a SALR interaction in-
creases so does cluster size heterogeneity [66]. This effect
likely plays a role in the system remaining disordered at
low temperatures [22, 33]. Despite various models hav-
ing been simulated[22, 56, 66], more studies are needed
to fully understand this regime (see Fig. 4 for a schematic
phase diagram).
6B. Periodic Microphases
From simulations, it has been observed that two qual-
itatively different types of periodic microphases exist
(see Fig. 4 for schematic phase diagrams). On the one
hand, for systems with wide attraction ranges, peri-
odic microphases display local fluid-like ordering near
the microphase melting regime [56]. At lower temper-
atures, however, local ordering likely develops. On the
other hand, for systems with very short range attraction
ranges, periodic microphases display local crystal-like or-
der over their entire periodic microphase regime[24]. The
distinction between the two types likely echoes the gas-
crystal coexistence line in systems with purely attractive
interactions.
Studying the periodic microphase regime in further de-
tails suffers from two main difficulties: (i) various mor-
phologies ought to be considered, and, more importantly,
(ii) minimizing the free energy requires relaxing the thick-
ness and periodicity these morphologies. This problem
is similar to that of determining the energetic ground
state[24, 52, 56]. Equilibrating periodic microphases thus
faces a similar difficulty as determining the equilibrium
of vacancy of a standard crystal [72] and the occupancy
of multiple-occupancy crystals[73–75].
• Expanded thermodynamics: Obtaining the
free energy of periodic microphases can be done
by including an additional pair of conjugated vari-
ables: the lattice occupancy nc and a chemical
potential-like quantity µc. The differential form
of the Helmholtz free energy, for instance, is then
written as dFc = −SdT − PdV + µdN + µcNdnc,
with entropy S, temperature T , pressure P , vol-
ume V , chemical potential µ and number of particle
N . At equilibrium we must recover F (N, V, T ) =
Fc(N, V, T, n
eq
c ), hence Fc must be minimized with
respect to nc to obtain F .
Early free energy simulations of the periodic regime
of models with SALR interactions used thermodynamic
integration (TI) from low-temperature ground states in
order to extract finite-temperature information.[24] How-
ever, as mentioned above, temperature affects the lo-
cal order as well as the thickness and periodicity of mi-
crophases. These features in turn affect the stability of
different microphase morphologies. These TI results are
thus expected to suffer from relatively large finite-size
effects and other difficulties. For instance, because the
specific model considered in Ref. 24 lacks a stable cluster
crystal energetic ground state, finite-temperature clus-
ter crystals cannot be separately considered by this TI
scheme. The work nonetheless hints at the existence of
an interesting interplay between disordered and periodic
microphases.
Recent methodological advances for studying peri-
odic microphases entail using a specifically designed
TI scheme for calculating the free energy of a given
morphology and then explicitly minimizing the lattice
occupancy.[56] This TI method first connects an ideal
gas under a (properly chosen) periodic external field to
HS under the same field, and then to the full full SALR
interaction. Using this scheme, the stability and relative
positions of the cluster crystal, cylindrical, double gyroid
and lamellar phases have been determined for a couple
of simple models [46, 56].
Note that the MC-based ghost particle switching devel-
oped by Wilding and Sollich [76] has been shown to more
efficiently sample and multiple-occupancy crystals than
TI approaches. Because it allows the direct fluctuation
and equilibration of the lattice occupancy, adapting ghost
particle switching to models with SALR interactions will
thus likely further improve computational capabilities.
V. OPEN QUESTIONS AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
Despite the recent sizable theoretical and computa-
tional advances in analyzing and characterizing the equi-
librium properties of models with SALR interactions, im-
portant challenges remain to be addressed. Surmounting
them will require further advances as well as a richer con-
ceptual understanding of these systems.
A. High-density phase behavior
As temperature increases, the behavior of models with
SALR interactions must smoothly connect with that of
models with only core repulsion. For instance, a model
with a hard core ought to behave like simple hard spheres
at high temperatures. Determining how does this be-
havior connects with the finite-temperature behavior of
models with SALR interactions, however, remains diffi-
cult to construe (see Fig. 5 for a proposal). One might
expect the percolated liquid to eventually give rise to a
phase with inverted clusters, the two regimes being sep-
arated by a void percolation transition. But how does
the resulting disordered phase eventually give rise to a
crystal? Relatively little is known or has been proposed
for this regime from either theory or simulation. To the
best of our knowledge, the only numerical attempt at ex-
tracting such information used TI from the hard-sphere,
infinite-temperature reference [60], but proper sampling
for such a scheme is challenging.
B. Theoretical descriptions beyond mean-field
Both analytical treatments presented in this mini-
review are mean-field–like because they neglect contri-
butions from fluctuations beyond mesoscale density mod-
ulations. Studies of diblock copolymers suggest that in-
cluding fluctuations yields more accurate and informative
phase information. Future theoretical efforts on SALR
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FIG. 5: The high-density regime of models with SALR in-
teractions is mostly uncharted. Does an inverse cluster fluid
exist? Does the microphase regime directly coexist with the
crystal phase? What is the symmetry of the various crystal
phases? Solid lines indicate tentative first order transitions
and other lines denote crossovers.
models will thus likely strive to reach beyond mean-
field treatments. In two-dimensions, such corrections are
especially important [77], because periodic microphases
with long-range order are not thermodynamically stable.
Field-theory arguments dating back to Brazovskii fur-
ther indicate that some corrections are also qualitatively
important in three dimensions[1, 2]. It is possible that a
proper understanding of the very strong repulsion regime
also requires descriptions that go beyond mean-field the-
ory.
C. Anisotropic SALR particles
Models with SALR anisotropic interactions are ex-
pected to exhibit an even richer phase behavior than their
isotropic counterparts. Here again, inspiration comes
from results in diblock copolymers. Rod-coil copolymers,
for instance, display a wide array of mesoscale morpholo-
gies, likely resulting from the coupling of local liquid-
crystal ordering with mesoscale patterns[78, 79]. The
periodic mesophases of rod-like particles with SALR in-
teractions is expected to exhibit a similar complexity, but
have yet to be considered. From a more theoretical view-
point, the order–disorder transition might also be weak-
ened in these systems.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Our structural understanding of models with SALR
interactions has markedly improved over the last few
years. By piecing together advances from theory and
simulation, a clearer picture of the equilibrium behavior
of these models is finally emerging. In order for these
results to inform experimental attempts at controlling
the formation of periodic microphases, however, relating
structural thermodynamics to assembly dynamics also
has to be mastered. The coming years should thus pro-
vide a clear answer as to whether periodic microphases
should be achievable in well-controlled experiments, and
under what circumstances. The full materials promises
of microphases in colloidal suspensions will then finally
be within reach.
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